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evil in a skirt 5 supergirl cosmic adventures in the - loved this action packed superhero adventure filled with 8th grade
female heroes and villains add a little lex luther and a superman who needs rescuing and you have have a fantastic grrrrl
power comic, legion of super heroes dc database fandom powered by wikia - the legion of super heroes is a 30th
century inter galactic team of super powered young adults inspired by the legend of superboy they were founded by cosmic
boy lightning lad and saturn girl under the funding of an eccentric millionaire they had saved named r j brande this cast
expands to include dozens of members with a diverse array of powers and personalities, supergirl dc database fandom
powered by wikia - this is the supergirl disambiguation page supergirl is kara zor el superman s cousin from the planet
krypton and one of the most powerful heroes in the universe she has been a member of the justice league the legion of
super heroes and the red lantern corps new 52 multiverse post crisis, supergirl kara zor el wikipedia - supergirl is a
fictional superhero appearing in american comic books published by dc comics the character was created by writer otto
binder and designed by artist al plastino supergirl first appeared in a story published in action comics 252 may 1959 titled
the supergirl from krypton kara zor el is the biological cousin of kal el superman during the 1980s and the revolution of the,
streaky the supercat wikipedia - streaky the supercat is a fictional character that appears in comic books published by dc
comics streaky first appeared in action comics 261 february 1960 and was created by jerry siegel and jim mooney,
superman franchise tv tropes - action comics anthology series for most of its run starring superman as the lead feature
plus various backup characters superman superman s self named series renamed adventures of superman between the
byrne reboot of the late 80s and the mid 2000s when it resumed its original title and historic issue numbering and a second
superman title created after the byrne reboot was canceled, the best comics for your classroom - the graphic classroom
is a resource for teachers and librarians to help them stock high quality educational worthy graphic novels and comics in
their classroom or school library, cartoons comics graphic novels archive of our own - an archive of our own a project of
the organization for transformative works, printable word search puzzles - each printable activity or vocabulary game
below was created using my word search s easy to use word search maker our sister site has crossword puzzles
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